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Abstract. We put forward a co-axial pump(optical)-probe(X-rays) experimental

concept and show performance of the optical component. A Bessel beam generator with

a central 100 µm-diameter hole (on the optical axis) was fabricated using femtosecond

(fs) laser structuring inside a silica plate. This flat-axicon optical element produces a

needle-like axial intensity distribution which can be used for the optical pump pulse.

The fs-X-ray free electron laser (X-FEL) beam of sub-1 µm diameter can be introduced

through the central hole along the optical axis onto a target as a probe. Different

realisations of optical pump are discussed. Such optical elements facilitate alignment

of ultra-short fs-pulses in space and time and can be used in light-matter interaction

experiments at extreme energy densities on the surface and in the volume of targets.

Full advantage of ultra-short 10 fs X-FEL probe pulses with fs-pump(optical) opens

an unexplored temporal dimension of phase transitions and the fastest laser-induced

rates of material heating and quenching. A wider field of applications of fs-laser-enabled

structuring of materials and design of specific optical elements for astrophotonics is

presented.

Keywords: X-rays, Free electron laser (FEL), ultra-short phenomena, pump-
probe, warm-dense matter, astrophotonics, co-axial volumetric interaction diagnostics
Submitted to: JPhys Photonics
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1. Introduction

This is a concept and perspective paper that discusses the readiness of two different

technologies for a new era in ultra-fast femtosecond (fs) pump-probe experiments. We

highlight the need for new optical elements that can accommodate a simpler handling

of fs-pump and fs-probe beams at vastly different wavelengths: an optical fs-pump at

visible ∼ 530 nm and X-ray fs-probe at 0.12398 nm (10 keV) [1].The temporal and

spatial overlap of ultra-short pulses is always a challenge, especially when the focal spot

is < 10 µm, while the axial extent of a ∼ 50 fs pulse is only 15 µm. This is an even

greater challenge when the beams are propagating at an angle θ to each other towards

the interaction region, which makes the effective interaction zone extend only a fraction

(projection) of the length of the pulse li = d cos(θ/2) (along the axis of symmetry)

depending on their diameter d. A front tilt of the beam can be introduced to have the

maximum overlap as it would be for the θ = 0 case [2] for the interfering fs-pulses at

large angles using diffractive optical elements (DOEs).

Nonlinear optical interactions are usually used to determine the temporal overlap of

the optical pulses. At high intensity and irradiance (the time average flow of energy per

unit time per unit area [W/cm2]) of optical or X-ray pulses, when structural modification

of the focal region occurs by ablation, phase transition, and/or color center formation

in dielectrics, high precision spatial and temporal overlap of pulses is simplified and

achieved by optical monitoring of the interaction zone. Transmitted and reflected beams

are used for the final optimisation. In the case of hard X-rays (∼ 10 keV) which have a

small absorption cross section within materials, timing with fs-laser pulses (optical) can

be achieved by detection of increased transmissivity of GaAs under fs-X-ray pulse [3]. A

LiF crystal was used for in situ control of focal position of few-keV X-ray free electron

laser (X-FEL) [4] beam and for measurement of a transverse beam intensity profile with

a spatial resolution of 1 µm [5].

There is an inherent benefit to use axially extended beams such as Bessel-Gauss

beams rather those with a Gaussian cross-section. For a co-linear propagation of optical

and X-ray pulses their interaction volume can be augmented and spatial-temporal

alignment simplified. Obviously, a central hole in an optical element is required for

on-axis propagation of the fs-X-ray pulse. Since the focus of a fs-X-ray free electron

laser (X-FEL) is tunable by the placement of the sample along the beam with the

smallest spot area of 1 µm2 (at Spring-8 facility; Spring-8 Angstrom Compact free

electron Laser, referred to as SACLA), a hole of 100 µm diameter would meet the

requirements of alignment tolerances. The optical fs-pump will be delivered onto the

target by a flat axicon lens ∼ 4-mm-diameter, which is typical for free-space beam of

most of fs-lasers, and is inscribed around the central hole. This concept of an axially

elongated Bessel beam intensity delivered by the on-axis converging conical wave can

have several realisations using refocusing and demagnification with a 4f-optical system

(see discussion further in the text) or reflective optics to facilitate actual optical-pump

X-ray-probe experiments. Recent developments in fs-laser fabrication of flat optical
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Figure 1. A Gaussian beam is converted into a Bessel-like beam using a circular

grating, solid axicon, Fresnel or binary axicon; see details in the text.

elements have produced a mature technology which is utilised for this demonstration of

a new optical element inscribed in a typical pure-silica blank of 3 mm thickness.

Here, we show the principle of needle-beam intensity generation by using flat optics

by fs-laser inscription, which is a feasible method for fabrication of optical elements.

Then a Bessel-beam generator is demonstrated by controlled patterning with nanoscale

form-birefringence. The very same fs-laser inscription was used for fabrication of the

central hole in the optical element by fs-laser induced breakdown and chemical wet

etching [6–8]. The fabricated optical element is characterised and discussion of its

applicability for X-FEL experiments is presented, based on a recent demonstration

of ns-pump (optical) and fs-probe (X-FEL) study of laser-induced compression of

corundum [9]. We discuss the prospects for probing matter under ”warm-dense”

conditions [10, 11] when the potential energy of the interaction between electrons and

nuclei and the kinetic energy of electrons are of the same magnitude (as in the interior

of planets). Ultra-fast solid-liquid-gas-plasma transitions and subsequent quenching

of materials into new exotic phases can be monitored with unprecedented temporal

resolution using X-ray diffraction (XRD) [9].

2. Making optics flat for faster laser inscription

One obvious simplification of lens fabrication and increase in the fabrication throughput

is to make optics flat by inscription of the required refractive index pattern for the

light-ray bending function (e.g., a curved surface of a lens). Combination of refractive

and diffractive functions can be used for specific optical elements, e.g., the function
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Figure 2. (a) Plot showing the derivative of the surface functions of an axicon and

lenses with different focal lengths as a function of the radial coordinate. (b) Plot of the

surface function S as a function of the radial coordinate. (c) Plot of the width of the

zones of Fresnel zone plate and an axicon. Inset shows axial intensity for the axicon

and that of the five different lenses with focal lengths f to 3f in steps of 0.5f .

of a conical lens (axicon) can be achieved by a Fresnel axicon [12] or a binary circular

grating. The circular grating can convert a Gaussian beam or a uniform illumination into

a Bessel-like beam [13]. The conversion of a Gaussian beam into a Bessel-like beam using

a circular grating is shown in Fig. 1. A binary axicon is the simplest possible realization

of an axicon. A solid axicon and a Fresnel axicon can function either as a refractive

element or a diffractive element depending upon the features involved. Contrarily, a

binary axicon is a pure diffractive element. This discussion of refractive vs diffractive

optics is important in regards to optical losses and efficiency of the optical element when

high irradiance has to be reached at the focus (on the target); see Sec. 4.

There are numerous perspectives to understanding light modulation by an

axicon [14–16] and a different perspective is presented here. A solid axicon’s surface

profile is linear with respect to the radial coordinate R given by S1 = −Rα, where α

is the base angle and R =
√

x2 + y2. The surface of a lens is given by S2 = −R2/2f

(paraxial approximation), where f is the focal length of the lens. A lens collects all the

incident light at different values of the radial coordinate and focuses it on a point with

the entire radial coordinate mapped to a single point in space when z = f . Contrarily,

an axicon maps every value of the radial coordinate to a different point on the optical

axis, focusing light rings with different radii at different locations on the optical axis.

The result is a large focal depth and self-reconstructing behaviours [17]. In a way, an

axicon can be considered as a collection of infinitesimal rings of lenses of different focal

lengths stacked along the radial coordinate. To prove this, the two surface functions S1

and S2 are differentiated dS/dR with respect to the radial coordinate and plotted for

five values of focal length of lenses f to 3f in steps of 0.5f in Fig. 2. From the Fig. 2(a),

it is seen that the slope values of the lenses meet the constant slope value of the axicon
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Ø 4 mm 

3 mm 

UV grade SiO2 

A 

P 

0.1 mm 

SiO2 

through 
hole 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

l = 532 nm 

0.5 mm 

Ø 0.1 mm 

0.2 mm 

Figure 3. (a) Axicon lens inscribed in UV-grade SiO2 (UVFS) with clear aperture

4 mm, central through hole of 100 µm diameter and corresponds to the refractive

axicon with an equivalent apex angle of 178◦ (α = 1◦). The retardance in the laser

inscribed regions corresponds to λ/2 for 530 nm. (b) Cross polarised image of the

laser inscribed axicon; arrows mark orientations of polariser P and analyser A. (c)

Central through-hole chemically etched out after laser inscription. (d) Light intensity

distribution at close to maximum of axial intensity. Overall transmission of the lens

T ≈ 90% (without anti-reflection coating).

at different regions. Stronger(faster) lenses meet sooner than the weaker(slower) ones.

The surface functions are also plotted for reference in Fig. 2(b).

The same analogy applies to diffractive lenses and axicons except that the beam

modulation is achieved using diffraction rather than refraction in the above cases [18].

As the refraction angles are controlled by the surface profile of the refractive elements,

the diffraction angles are controlled by the width of the zones. A diffractive axicon

has a fixed period Λ while the period of the Fresnel zone lenses vary with the radial

coordinate given by Λfzl =
√

2(m+ 1)fλ −
√
2mfλ, where m is order of the zones.

Again comparing an axicon’s period with that of a Fresnel zone lens (Fig. 2(c)), it

is seen that the width of the zones meet the period of the axicon at different radial

values extending the earlier analysis to diffractive domain. The light modulation by a

diffractive axicon and a Fresnel zone lens (f to 3f in steps of 0.5f) were simulated using
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Q(r) = Const  

r period 

f 

200 mm 

slow-axis 

Figure 4. Slow-axis orientation map of form-birefringent nanogratings inscribed in

silica by fs-laser pulses (blue-to-red covers 0− π orientation angles of slow-axis). The

local-azimuth θ orientation of slow-axis is repeated periodically in a circular pattern.

The orientation of gratings was dependent on radius r as local-azimuth θ(r) = Const

and was not dependent on the polar angle φ.

scalar diffraction formulation with Fresnel approximation as a convolution between the

complex amplitude of an axicon given by exp(−j2πR/Λ) or that of a Fresnel zone lens

given by exp(−jπR2/λf) with a Quadratic phase function with a complex amplitude

exp(jπR2/λf) as shown in an inset in Fig. 2. When the complex amplitude of a Fresnel

zone lens is convolved with that of a quadratic phase function, both with the same

focal distances, a delta-like function is generated indicating that light is focused on

a point. On the other hand, when the complex amplitude of an axicon is convolved

with the quadratic phase function, a part of the above two functions are conjugates

of one another (crossing points in Fig. 2(b)) generating a delta light function (central

peak of the Bessel function), while the other parts contribute to the rings around the

central peak upon convolution. For different axial distances, different radial regions of

the axicon matches with the conjugate of the corresponding quadratic phase functions

resulting in a central peak with the uncompensated radial regions contributing to the

rings formation around the central peak. When the two diffractive functions are binary,

then there are slight deviations corresponding to the higher diffraction orders.

Engineering of refractive index pattern using fs-laser inscription for a specific optical

function (e.g., defined by a 3D surface of a lens/axicon) can be used for fabrication of
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Figure 5. Diffraction patterns recorded at Z = 3 cm, 5 cm, 7 cm and 9 cm from

the axicon. The central spot has diameter of ∼ 37 µm at 1/e2-level of intensity;

polarisation was linear.

a simple flat lens which is described next.

3. Fabrication of holey-axicon

Figure 3 shows an axicon with central 0.1-mm-diameter hole for the optical (pump) and

X-ray (probe) using ultra-short 25 fs X-FEL. Collinear (co-axial) propagation geometry

facilitates spatial overlap of the laser ablation/modification zone to be probed with on-

axis X-FEL 10 keV fs-pulse for fast imaging of phase transitions and material excitation

undergoing the dielectric-to-metallic transition with a fast changing Die-Met state of

permittivity [19].

The 4-mm-diameter (r = 2 mm) lens was inscribed by fs-laser pulses in

tax = 8 hours. The central hole was also made by fs-laser damaging of SiO2 host

with subsequent wet etching in basic solution [6–8]; all together it took 6 hours.

Fabrication was carried out on a commercial fs-fabrication station (WOP-Workshop

of Photonics), an integrated solution of fs-laser (Pharos, Light Conversion) with linear

stages (Aerotech). Polarisation of fs-pulse was set linear with a controlled azimuth θ.

The refractive index change induced in silica is approximately ∆n = 1× 10−3 due

to form-birefringence [20] and has an axial extent d for retardance of π = ∆n × d at

530 nm wavelengths (or λ/2 waveplate), hence d ≈ 133 µm. The entire cylindrical

volume of Vax = πr2d ≈ 1.67 × 109 µm3 and the speed of fabrication was Vax

tax
=

3.48 × 106 µm3/min. Considering that approximately only a half of the volume was

laser structured the final speed of laser fabrication for the axicon (without central hole)

was vfab ≈ 1.7 × 106 µm3/min (1.7 × 10−3 mm3/min). This high value was achieved
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Figure 6. (a) Axial intensity distribution of the flat axicon (Fig. 3) without a hole

for linear and left and right hand polarisations (LHP, RHP) made for wavelength

λ = 1030 nm in silica. Top-inset shows the used 4f-setup to decrease lateral and axial

Zmax extent of the needle-beam part by factors f1
f2

= 31.3× and 976.6×, respectively.

The FWHM of axial intensity cross section was Z ′

max = 0.2 mm, beam quality factor

M2− 1.3, the 4-mm-diameter flat axicon was illuminated with 9.5-mm-beam (at 1/e2-

intensity). Noteworthy, an on-axis hole in lens-1 and lens-2 would not compromise their

focusing performance since the light beam has a doughnut intensity distribution; focal

lengths of the lenses-1,2 were f1 = 250 mm and f2 = 8 mm. (b) Lateral normalized

cross section of down-sized Bessel beam at three different axial positions z for LHC

polarised illumination; the inset shows a normalised intensity distribution of original

Bessel beam on 2.1× 2.1 mm2 area.

because there was a small number (up to 3) of focal position (depth) re-focusings required

for axial stitching which can be made perfectly aligned as reported earlier [21]. For fs-

laser inscription of damaged regions for through-hole etching, it was necessary ten times

refocusing along optical axis for the entire 3 mm thickness of silica blank.

Figure 4 shows detailed slow-axis orientation map of the form-birefringent

nanogratings in silica. The slow axis is perpendicular to the nanograting planes which

defined the form birefringence ∆n = ne − no < 0, where ne is the extraordinary (along

the optical axis) and no is the ordinary indices, respectively [22]. The local azimuth of

nanogratings was only dependent on the radial position and was independent on the

polar orientation (this condition makes an orientation-independent optical element).

Various optical elements for manipulation of spin and orbital momenta of light can be

designed based on this principle where both propagation and geometrical phases are

invoked to control intensity, phase, and polarisation [23]. The width of the zone with

particular azimuth of nanogratings can be flexibly controlled as well as the axial extent of

the fs-inscribed gratings. This provides flexibility to engineer axial intensity distribution

and its extent which can be understood from discussion on Fig. 2. Fs-laser inscription

of refractive index modifications can be made for almost loss-less conditions in terms

of light absorption and only light scattering is a cause of some (< 10%) transmission
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Figure 7. Concept of the co-axial volumetric interaction diagnostics (COVID) using

fs-pump (optical) and fs-probe (X-ray). (a) SPring-8 Angstrom Compact free electron

LAser (SACLA) facility [1]. (b) Grazing incidence angle focusing Kirkpatrick-Baez

mirrors are used to focus X-FEL beam into typical 200 × 300 nm2 focal spot; see,

X-FELs [25]. (c) X-ray pulse duration tx ≈ 10 fs (FWHM) in SACLA reaching

1019 W/cm2 intensity. (d) Principle of co-axial combination of X-FEL and optical

beams using holey-mirror and Bessel beam generator (optical element OE2 or OE1

with 4f-demagnification as shown in the inset of Fig. 6(a)). See several possible

implementations of optical pump in Appendix. The optical element OE1 can be used

to tailor specific beam intensity distribution [26] or used for optical diagnostics of the

interaction zone. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement is carried out by X-ray two-

dimensional flat panel detector capable to cover span of 20-90◦ angular range which

is wider than 10◦ range of a multi-port readout charge-coupled device (MPCCD) at

30 cm distance from the target [27]; the diffraction angle 2θ, ∆to is the time delay

between the optical and X-ray pulses.

losses at visble 400 - 700 nm window. Recently, the scattering is further reduced in

silica glass [24].

The diffraction patterns recorded at distances of 3 cm, 5 cm, 7 cm and 9 cm and the

corresponding intensity profiles are shown in Fig, 5. The diameter of the central on-axis

intensity was d = 37 µm at 1/e2-intensity maximum. Centimeters long Bessel-like beam

propagation is due to large apex angle of 178◦.

Demagnification of the lateral and axial extent of the Bessel beam can be carried

out using 4f-optical setup as shown in Fig. 6. The factor of f1/f2 ≈ 31.3 was applied

resulting in focal volume with approximately 1 µm diameter (Fig. 6(b)) and axial extent

of 0.2 mm at FWHM. The form birefringence ∆n due to nano-gratings is inscribed

in silica with an azimuthally rotating pattern and corresponds to the λ/2-waveplate

condition. This manifests in polarisation insensitivity of the axial intensity distribution

(Fig. 6(a)). There is a difference in leading and trailing slope of the intensity envelope

which can be explored in ionisation of the target. Moreover, fs-pulses can be tailored
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with specific frequency chirp which also contributes to the control of ionisation; red-

shifted wavelengths are usually leading the shorter wavelengths (a positive chirp) as

schematically shown in the inset of (a). The demonstrated demagnification of Bessel

beam down to diameter 2w0 = 1 µm is favorable to exceed the required irradiance of

Ip ≡ Ep/(tp × πw2

0
) = 10 TW/cm2 for dielectric breakdown of dielectrics (sapphire [28],

olivine [29], silica [30] and glasses [31]) by only Ep = 8 nJ (on target) pulses of tp = 100 fs

duration for Gaussian beam and about Ep ≈ 20 µJ for the entire length of the Bessel

pulse for discussed here holey-axicon. Tight focusing of fs-Bessel pulses into focal spot

with lateral cross section ∼ λ well defines the axial modification inside, e.g., crystalline

sapphire [32], without formation of nanogratings and confines structural modification

directly along optical axis.

The possibility of controlling the axial intensity envelope by polarisation of the

incident light shown for the linear and circular cases can be explored further using

elliptically polarised optical pump. Elliptically polarised light is a sum of linearly

and circularly polarised contributions providing a well-controlled tunability of the local

intensity and its polarisation along the axis in the target. Another feature of an optical

excitation by fs-pump using holey-axicon is presence of ∼ 10% of the pulse energy on

optical axis. This creates a condition of pre-excitation of the target since the Bessel

part of the beam arrives at an angle δ with the optical axis. The delay between the

side-ray (Bessel beam) and the Gaussian on-axis component can be estimated from the

Snell’s law sin (α + δ) = nax sinα where nax = 1.4 is the refractive index of axicon

(silica), α = 1◦ is the base angle of axicon. Hence, the length of the hypotenuse is

longer than the cathetus (at the angle δ) by 1

cos δ
− 1. For the conditions shown in

Fig. 6 with the beam demagnified by factor f1
f2

= 31.3, the delay of 17%tp of the pulse

length tp will occur; the angle with axis is increasing as δ′ = sin δ f1
f2
. The Bessel-beam

component contributes to the resonance absorption mechanism [33] and can create more

efficient energy deposition along optical axis. Recent experiment with long ns-pulse

Gaussian optical excitation at SACLA showed detailed time evolution of metallic Ta

target spalation by XRD monitoring [34].

The optical pump delivery to the target and co-axial combination of their

propagation should be solved considering a specific experimental chamber [9], however it

will only be discussed below in terms of the basic concept. In this section we showed the

possibility to use fs-laser inscription to fabricate a flat axicon and its performance to

reach small lateral diameters (high irradiance) for prolonged axial length of 0.2 mm

which elevates tolerances in target-beam alignments. Fs-laser irradiation and wet

etching used to make a hole in the flat axicon can be readily used for drilling holes

in glass plates used as mirrors for co-linear pump-probe combinations. Micro-holes can

also be used to to hold target materials such as polymers, liquid crystals, or liquids

for excitation by fs-Bessel pump beam. Metal-coated glass plates with micro-holes are

expected to serve as beam alignment aids for both optical and X-FEL beams and can

be fabricated via the demonstrated fs-laser fabrication-assisted wet etching.
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Figure 8. XRD simulation for sapphire Al2O3 (ambient conditions) and a common

fcc phase of Al (at static pressures between 60 and 100 GPa) and bcc-Al high density

phase [35]. Inset shows geometry of experiment using Bessel beam excitation; the

diffraction angle 2θ is in respect to the optical axis (horizontal) and the angle δ′

is between the side-rays of Bessel beam with the optical axis (horizontal). Central

cylinder shows schematically the core of the Bessel beam where approximately 10% of

laser pulse energy travels 17%tp ahead of the main pulse tp arriving as concentric Bessel

maxima onto the optical axis as side-rays (marked by arrows); focusing conditions as

in Fig. 6.

4. Discussion: feasibility of fs-pump(optical) and fs-probe(X-FEL)

Combining optical fs-pump and X-FEL fs-probe is a very promising technique for

investigation of light-matter interactions with tens-of-fs temporal resolution and spatial

resolution down to few micrometers. Hard X-rays at 10-12 keV at X-FEL (SACLA) do

not require a vacuum enclosure for pump-probe experiments which is always a practical

advantage for setting up measurements. Noteworthy, vacuum can be used to avoid

air breakdown in front of target or at focal points of 4f-optical setup (a negative lens

can be used to avoid real focal point with additional advantage for shorter 4f-setup).

Targets up to 100 µm thickness are transparent to the X-FEL (SACLA) beam and

interaction of fs-pump(optical) with target in the volume can be monitored by XRD.

Co-axial pump-probe alignment is favorable for such experiments due to larger volume

of interaction/characterisation. Previous studies of micro-void formation inside volume

of transparent target were shown after a tightly focused single fs-laser pulse irradiation
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were structurally and optically investigated (post mortem) after its formation [35–37].

In situ measurements of void-formation using all-optical fs-pump-probe has a technical

limitation due to challenges to focus on the micro-volume of the light-matter interaction

zone with two bulky objective lenses at a normal to each other alignment [38–40]; the

working distances of objective lenses with numerical aperture NA ≈ 1 are 0.1-0.3 mm.

With a micro-focus of X-FEL beam, probing of the micro-volume of light(optical)-matter

interaction at the focal volume has no technical limitation rather a standard micro-

precision task of beam alignment. Figure 7 shows SACLA facility [41], schematics of

X-FEL focusing into sub-1 µm focal spot [25], temporal profile of the fs-X-ray pulse at

10 keV and the concept of proposed experiment with holey-axicon (Fig. 3). The concept

drawing has a generic meaning of light delivery onto a target and its actual realisation

can be very different adopted to the actual beamline chamber [9] and is expected to

have 4f-optical setup (inset of Fig. 6(a)) with central holes in lenses. It is noteworthy,

that those holes will not deteriorate re-focusing and demagnification of Bessel beam

since the light pulse is handled at its doughnut intensity distribution after the axicon.

The folding point of optical and X-ray path will be carried out by a mirror with a hole

which is a simple fs-fabrication task (Fig. 3). Also a reflection from mirror coating onto

negative axicon with a central hole can even further simplify co-axial combination of

pump and probe.

The experimental concept outlined in Fig. 7(d) has capability to detect structural

modifications using readily available XRD instrumentation developed for SACLA

beamlines [27, 41] with temporal overlap between 10 fs X-ray probe and optical IR

fs-pump solved [42]. Feasibility to increase the volume of shock-wave compressed

region in sapphire by approximately 200 times using focused Bessel-beam as compared

with a tightly focused Gaussian beam was validated based on existing experimental

evidence [33]. High pressure and temperature conditions in an ionised crystalline

sapphire would cause separation of Al and O ions with quenching of the affected micro-

volume into an amorphous phase with inclusions of bcc-Al nanoparticles tens-of-nm in

size [35]. Figure 8 shows the expected angular positions of fcc and bcc-Al [43,44] which

are in the range of detectable angles at SACLA beamline.

Surface modification of non-transparent targets can be also investigated with the

proposed method. Versatility of this technique can be further augmented with use of

additional optical elements (OEs) for shaping pump-beam light intensity distribution

or adding extra optical monitoring functions. For example, an OE with dual Fresnel

lens plane wave generation can be multiplexed with a conical wave which produces

a hologram on the monitoring CCD (added to setup in transmission or reflection).

Such a hologram can be used to retrieve the phase and amplitude information from

the interaction zone [45]. This technique is a single-shot and has 3D spatial and

spectral resolution. A toolbox of X-ray optics for X-FEL applications becomes richer

with possibility to generate X-ray vortex beams using fs-laser fabricated glass spiral

plates [46]. Also, transient grating induced by X-ray X-FEL and probed by light or

X-ray beam was proposed and conceptually tested [47]. Shearing interferometry was
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demonstrated for in situ characterisation of the wavefront of coherent X-FEL beam in

the focal region [48].

5. Warm-dense matter (WDM) conditions: 100 eV at solid density plasma

It was demonstrated during the past decade that ultra-short intense laser pulse tightly

focused deep inside a transparent dielectric generates the energy density in excess of

several MJ/cm3 (energy per volume is pressure 1 MJ/cm3 = 1 TPa). Such energy

concentration with extremely high heating and quenching rates leads to unusual solid-

plasma-solid transformation paths overcoming kinetic barriers to formation of previously

unknown high-pressure material phases [33,35–37,49] some of which can be predicted by

ab initio modeling [50]. These discoveries were made with the pulse of Gaussian shape

in space and in time. It was shown recently that the Bessel-shaped pulse transforms

much larger amount of a material and allegedly creates higher energy density than

was achieved before [51, 52]. This makes fs-Bessel pulses promising for creation and

characterisation of warm dense matter (WDM) conditions [10, 11].

A prominent example of a high pressure material is metallic hydrogen H2 predicted

back in 1935 [53]. In addition to the profound fundamental interest in the metallic state

of this most simple element, it has been suggested that it could be the most powerful

rocket fuel yet to exist [54] or to exhibit superconductivity at room temperature [55].

Predictions suggest that once formed at extreme pressures in excess of 300 GPa

(∼ 370 GPa is at the Earth’s center), it can be recovered metastably to ambient

conditions. Thus, it may not only be possible to harness these potentially transformative

properties but also to potentially study such metallic H2 ex situ after its creation.

Smaller pressures < 80 GPa are required to form polymeric solid state CO2 which could

be retrieved to ambient contitions [56].

For research of high-pressure and high-temperature phases it is equally important

their retrieval to lower pressure or ambient conditions. Again, ultra-short laser pulses

with small volumes are important due to feasibility of ultra-fast thermal quenching

which is required to recover metastable material which can also can be stabilised

when is in the form of nanocrystals [35]. Formation of glasses from pure metals is

a long-standing goal because they exhibit attractive mechanical properties such as

high strength, elasticity and processability. Fundamental understanding of the glass

transition is still lacking and is one of the open quests in physics. The very first

monoatomic matallic glass was demonstrated when thermal quenching of nano-wires was

achieved [57, 58]. Metastable amorphous Al2O3 was produced by tightly focused single

fs-pulse irradiation of crystalline sapphire [28]. Even bio-crystal silk can be quenched

into its water soluble amorphous form due to small volume and fast quenching [59].

Consequence of nonlinear propagation and fillamentation of fs-Bessel pulses and their

collapse causing bead-like traces of structural modification in glass [60] could be revealed

with temporal XRD imaging and answer fundamental questions of nonlinear light

propagation at strong electronic excitation. Apart from fundamental interest, such
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understanding would advance applications in laser dicing, drilling, cutting and large

volume ablation [7, 61–63]. Research of high-pressure and high temperature phases

of materials as well as WDM conditions would benefit basic science and applications

from the concept outlined in this memorandum. Optical pump with fs-laser Bessel

beam combined with synchronised X-ray probe with exceptional optical flux, sub-micron

beam size, rather high X-ray photon energy in the keV-range and ultrashort pulse length

∼10 fs, allows one, to investigate the atomic motion via X-ray diffraction with extremely

high spatial and temporal resolution. Recently emerging of X-FELs with pulse duration

of 10–25 fs and the photon energy ∼8 keV currently available at the European X-FEL

at DESY in Germany, with up to 17 keV to be expected in near future at the LCLS at

the SLAC National Acceleration Laboratory in US, and with 7–15 keV at the SACLA

at the RIKEN SPring-8 center in Japan are the ideal sources to be used as a probe

pulse to uncover the processes of formation of unusual transient material states in the

conditions far from thermodynamic equilibrium.

6. Outlook for fs-laser produced micro-optics: instrumentation for

astronomy

We showed in the previous discussion that the very same fs-laser material modification is

a ready method for fabrication of specific optical elements for tight focusing with added

micro-holes for specialised X-FEL optics. The challenge there was to have flexibility

for fs-inscription of efficient (low scattering losses and high form birefringence) optical

elements which are ∼1-mm-diameter and to use the same fs-irradiation for the laser-

assisted wet etching of a center-hole in the same design.

Astrophotonics is an application field of micro-optics where the efficiency of light

collection (tight focusing at high transmissivity) is of paramount importance. Large

numbers of millimetre-scale lenses are required for applications including multi-object

fibre spectroscopy, where light is coupled in to hundreds to thousands of single fibres

to collect light from many astronomical sources at once over a wide field, and integral

field spectroscopy where lens arrays couple light in to integral field units (IFUs) based

on image slices or fibre arrays [64]. Multi-object single fibre spectroscopy has a wide

range of science applications including the fundamental physics of the Universe [65].

Use of optical fibres allows for less demanding spectrograph construction for wide-fields.

Integral field spectroscopy allows detailed spatially resolved measurements of a wide

variety of objects; studies of galaxies in particular are a major application [66].

Use of micro-optics allows changes in focal ratio, to optimally feed fibres to reduce

focal ratio degradation [67] and to allow a contigous focal plane for IFUs [68]. Future

instruments [69] will need a wide-angle (high-NA) aberration-free collection and broad

UV-IR spectrum collection capability (i.e. high-performance antireflection coatings) for

thousands of micro-lenses. Moreover, solutions for deployment of such instruments in a

demanding environment with high thermal fluctuations should be developed. A solution

is to integrate all optics into a single block (silica) and use micro-optics. Integration
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of surface relief lenses, which can be made aspheric for optimised light collection at

different wavelengths, with inscribed optical elements as demonstrated in this concept

study, provides a promising avenue. Optical fibers can be fixed at the geometrical focus

using silica-based resists which have high transparency comparable with fused silica [70].

Fiber mounting ports can be etched out for fiber fixation by the very same method shown

here for fabrication of the central hole in the axicon lens. Fs-laser assisted cleaving of

optical fibers has been demonstrated to deliver smoother surfaces with a median tilt

angle approximately 3 times smaller than conventional mechanical fiber cleavers [71].

This shows that fs-lasers can be used for inscription of optical elements inside the volume

of silica or to form surface lenses, to define chemically etched micro-volumes and used

for fiber cleaving.

An obvious extension of a single readout port design would consist of a micro-lens

array (front) with inscribed optics (middle) and fiber connectors (back). When fixed in

an Invar housing, such integration has the benefit of avoiding problems with matching

the thermal expansion coefficients of multi-component lenses. Arrays of microlenses

on the front surface can be made by fs-laser ablation combined with wet etching and

high temperature surface finishing [72–75]. Hybrid solutions with polymerised optical

elements by fs-laser polymerisation [76] used together with inscribed light collection

lenses are also possible, however this deserves a separate and wider discussion. Here

we show, that fs-laser fabrication is a ready technology to be utilised in a wide field of

applications and can be most effective when the diameter of optics is sub-1-mm (at the

current 2020 state-of-the-art).

For a spectrally wide window of operation, optimisation of anti-reflective coatings,

lens shape and refractive index profiles will require function specific design (see de-

tails in Appendix). The use of form-birefringent nanogratings in silica allows flexible

refractive index engineering with the benefit of low scattering losses up to UV wave-

lengths [24], a spectrally broad functionality, and use of geometrical (Pancharatnam-

Berry [77]; Fig. 4) and propagation phase control. The current method of nanograting

recording in silica shown in Fig. 4 caused a small transmissivity decrease to 85% at

350 nm wavelength after annealing (without anti-reflective coatings). Structural defects

induced by nanograting formation in silica can be thermally annealed without change

to their form-birefringence [20] and temperatures up to 1150 ◦C (for 3 hours) were used

for silica without erasing optical memory bits [78]. Nanogratings can also be recorded

in crystalline sapphire, which has an even broader spectral window of transmission into

the IR spectral range as compared to silica, and a very high (metal-like) thermal con-

ductivity [79]. It was shown that instead of self-organised formation of nanogratings,

form-birefringence of ∆n ≈ 3 × 10−3 can be inscribed in a deterministic way down to

100 nm periods in sapphire [79]. Fs-laser fabrication can be used for lens definition on

the surface and in the volume of glass (and crystal) as well as laser irradiation assisted

wet etching for fabrication of all-in-glass integrated micro-optics and inter-connects with

optical fibers.
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7. Conclusions

We introduced the concept of a co-axial pump(optical)-probe(X-ray) diagnostic

technique based on XRD developed at SACLA. It was shown that a fs-laser writing

technique for flat optical elements can inscribe the required optical function of an

axicon lens (a vortex beam can also be achieved; see Appendix) and can produce a

well defined micro-hole for the on-axis combination of optical and X-FEL beams. The

estimates provided here show that irradiance in excess of the breakdown of any dielectric

(> 10 TW/cm2/pulse) are achievable along the axial extension of the Bessel-pulse and

therefore lead to structural modifications inside the volume of an optically transparent

target. With higher order Bessel beams that have a doughnut intensity distribution in

the lateral cross section (see Appendix), it is possible to create an implosion scenario by

fs-pump(optical) with X-ray probing of densified material on-axis. The use of ultra-short

fs-pulses for both excitation and probing will be able to reveal the intricacies of phase

transitions and formation of new materials. The presented discussion is specifically based

on the SACLA X-FEL but is applicable to any pump(optical)-probe(X-ray) beamline.

The recent demonstration of a narrower ∼ 3 eV and six times more spectrally bright

X-FEL (SACLA) beam by self-seeding of the self-amplified spontaneous emission in

the FEL [80] will increase the sensitivity of detection of structural changes of materials

under fs-pump(optical). The concept discussed here is also applicable to other fields,

e.g. astronomical instrumentation, where 3D surface lenses can be combined with micro-

otical inscribed elements in silica for UV-IR imaging and spectroscopy and all made by

fs-laser fabrication.
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Appendixes

The optical configuration shown in Fig. 7 is analyzed by substituting different possible optical

elements for OE1 and OE2 to study explosion and implosion in light-matter interactions.

Appendix 1 - Simulation of Optical Configuration of Fig. 7 with an axicon as OE1 and

Fresnel axicon as OE2

The optical configuration for studying light-matter interactions with co-propagating fs-pump

(optical) and fs-probe (X-ray) is studied using a solid axicon as OE1 and a Fresnel axicon

with a central hole (Fig. 3) as OE2 is shown in Fig. Appendix .1. Collimated light with

uniform illumination is incident on a solid axicon with base angle α and refractive index na.

The phase of the solid axicon is given as ΦA = (2π/λ)(na − 1)αR, where R =
√

x2 + y2

is the radial coordinate. The complex amplitude at a distance z can be expressed as a

convolution of the complex amplitude from the axicon exp(−jΦA) with the quadratic phase

function exp(jπR2/λz) corresponding to that distance z. The intensity at any plane z is

I = |exp(−jΦA) ⊗ exp(jπR2/λz)|2, where ’⊗’ is a 2D convolutional operator. Four planes
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are considered for the calculation of the complex amplitude. The first plane is selected to be

within the focal depth of the axicon. The simulated phase profile shows a conical phase and

the intensity has a Bessel-like profile as shown in Fig. Appendix .1. The planes 2 and 3 are

selected beyond the focal depth of the axicon with the plane 2 matching with the annular

mirror plane and the plane 3 matching with the location of the Fresnel axicon [12, 18]. The

variation of intensity profile between the two planes shows the evolution of the ring pattern

which is the characteristic of an axicon [13] as the conical phase expands. The angle introduced

by the annular mirror is avoided in the simulation. The ring pattern encounters the Fresnel

axicon whose complex amplitude is given as exp(−j2πR/Λ). Therefore, the complex amplitude

immediately after plane 3 is given as E = exp(−jΦA)⊗ exp(jπR2/λz)× exp(−j2πR/Λ). The

expression can be rewritten as E = exp{−j(ΦA + 2πR/Λ)} ⊗ exp(jπR2/λz). The two axicon

phases generate a conical phase with a larger base angle and the complex amplitude at a plane

closer to the interaction plane resembles a compressed Bessel-like beam with a shorter focal

depth and sharper peak.

The advantages and disadvantages of employing a solid axicon as OE1 are as follows. The

solid axicon is an optical element with a simpler shape function which is easier for fabrication

and less expensive. The complex amplitude generated by the solid axicon-Fresnel axicon pair

near the interaction zone is ideal. The use of solid axicon concentrates light in a ring in plane

3 where the Fresnel axicon is located and so the fabrication area of the Fresnel axicon can be

much smaller, reducing the cost and fabrication time. However, there are few drawbacks. The

intensity distribution has a peak at the center which will not be modulated by the Fresnel

axicon as it overlaps with the central hole and will not contribute to the Bessel beam formation.

Secondly, the thickness of the ring pattern is larger at plane 2 which demands a larger annular

mirror.

Figure Appendix .1. Optical configuration of Fig. 7 with axicon as OE1 and Fresnel

axicon as OE2. The simulation of the complex amplitude at four different planes of

interest are shown.
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Figure Appendix .2. Optical configuration of Fig. 7 with conical or toric lens as

OE1 and Fresnel axicon as OE2. The simulation of the complex amplitude at four

different planes of interest are shown.

Appendix 2 - Simulation of Optical Configuration of Fig. 7 with a conical or toric lens

as OE1 and Fresnel axicon as OE2

Conical and toric lenses can focus a uniform illumination to a ring and are used for various

applications [81–83]. Since the ring pattern obtained from a toric lens or a conical lens is

focused unlike an axicon, a smaller annular mirror could be used. The use of a conical or toric

lens also suppresses the central diffraction order. The optical configuration of Fig. 7 with a

conical or toric lens is shown in Fig. Appendix .2. The presence of an additional quadratic

phase in this case compresses the area of the spread of Bessel beam resulting in a reduced

interaction area near the sample but with a higher concentration of light energy. Both toric

and conical lens has a relatively smoother shape function and therefore can be easily fabricated.

Appendix 3 - Simulation of Optical Configuration of Fig. 7 with a special optical

element as OE1 and Fresnel axicon as OE2

In this case, an element is designed using the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (GSA). In the optical

configuration, there are two planes of interest, namely plane 2 and plane 3. The original GSA

was developed for synthesizing a pure phase function to generate a desired intensity distribution

in a particular axial plane, usually the Fourier plane [84]. A modified GSA was developed

using Fresnel propagators to synthesize phase patterns that can generate desired intensity

distributions in more than one plane in parallel [85–87]. In this study, the GSA multiple

plane approach was implemented to generate desired intensity profiles at plane 2 and plane
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Figure Appendix .3. (a) Flow chart of the two plane GSA and (b) the simulation

results of the complex amplitude at four different planes of interest.

3. The flow chart of the two plane GSA is shown in Fig. Appendix .3(a). The phase retrieval

process for two planes is summarized here. The algorithm begins with an initial random

guess of the phase profile. The initial complex amplitude is forward propagated using scalar

diffraction formula to two different axial planes and the magnitudes of the complex amplitudes

are replaced by the desired ones. The modified complex amplitudes are back propagated to

the respective planes and summed. The phase of the resulting complex amplitude is extracted

for the next iteration and so on until a minimum error value is obtained between the desired

and the obtained intensity distributions. There are weighting factors W1 and W2 attached

to the two complex amplitudes before they are added. In this way, it is possible to select

a plane where the intensity distribution is more critical than the other and give additional
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Figure Appendix .4. Phase images of the spiral axicon as modulo-2π and binary

[0,π] for L=0,1,2 and 3, and the corresponding complex amplitude images.

weight. The two intensity profiles designed for this study are a sharp ring pattern at plane 2

and a constant intensity with a central zero intensity at plane 3 [88]. The intensity and phase

of the complex amplitudes at different planes are shown in Fig. Appendix .3(b). Unlike the

previous cases, the central diffraction peak is close to zero in this case. In addition, the phase

profile is symmetric and the phase variation is less than π which makes the fabrication easier.

The complex amplitude near the interaction zone has a larger axial interaction length and

Bessel-like intensity profile. In comparison to the above two methods, the results obtained

from the two plane GSA is better and does not suffer from fabrication challenges arising from

random profiles as in usual cases of GSA.

Appendix 4 - Simulation of Optical Configuration of Fig. 7 with a special optical

element as OE1 and spiral axicon as OE2

In this case, the special optical element synthesized from the two plane GSA is retained while

the Fresnel axicon is replaced by a spiral axicon for OE2. The complex amplitude of the spiral

axicon is given as exp(−j2πR/Λ) × exp(jLθ), where L is the topological charge and θ is the
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Figure Appendix .5. The Poynting vector plots superposed on the normalised

intensity images for (a) L=0, (b) L=1, (c) L=2, (d) L=3 and phase images [−π, π]

(e) L=0, (f) L=1, (g) L=2 and (h) L=3 simulated at plane 4 close to the interaction

zone.

azimuthal angle. The spiral axicon is capable of generating higher order Bessel beams (HOBB)

with a large focal depth and carries orbital angular momentum [89–92]. The images of the

modulo-2π phase of the spiral axicon for L=0, 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. Appendix .4. The

binary version [0,π] is shown which can be fabricated similar to the results shown in Fig. 3. The

complex amplitude at plane 4 can be estimated as exp(−j2πR/Λ)×exp(jLθ)⊗exp(jπR2/λz).

The expression can be rearranged as exp(jLθ)×{exp(−j2πR/Λ)⊗ exp(jπR2/λz)}. It is well-
established that a convolution between the complex amplitudes of an axicon and a quadratic

phase function results in a Bessel-like complex amplitude. This is described in the main

text as well. Therefore, the rearrangement of the complex amplitudes with convolution and

product shows that the Bessel-like complex amplitude is multiplied by the complex amplitude

of the spiral phase function. Consequently, the introduction of the spiral phase creates phase

singularities in the Bessel like complex amplitudes resulting in the formation of HOBB. It is

seen in Fig. Appendix .4 that the radius of the doughnut increases with the topological charge.

The amplitude and phase for L=0, 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. Appendix .4.

Poynting vector plot is a direct method to understanding the directional energy flux or

the flow of field. Since all the fields that are studied here are scalar fields, the Poynting

vector can be calculated as the product of the intensity and the gradient of the phase [93,94].

The Poynting vector is given as Sx,y ∝ Ix,y∆Φx,y. The Poynting vector plot is calculated for

four cases namely L = 0 (Fresnel axicon), 1, 2 and 3 (Spiral axicon) at a plane within the

interaction zone. The Poynting vector plots superposed on the respective intensity and phase

distributions for the four cases are shown in Fig. Appendix .5. From the figure, it is seen that

in the case of Fresnel axicon (L=0), the Bessel beam can still exert radiation pressure forces

due to the intensity gradients [95]. For other cases, as L 6= 0, it is seen that the flux spirals

around the center indicating the presence of the orbital angular momentum which can exert

forces. When L increases, the force field also increases. It is also possible to generate hybrid
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force fields with both forces from radiation pressure and also orbital angular momentum by

spatial multiplexing and by manipulating the phase values.

Summary on possible realisation of optical fs-pump

In this perspective study, we attempted to realize the optical configuration of Fig. 7 using basic

optical phase functions such as conical phase, spiral phase, quadratic phase, toric phase and

retrieved phase using GSA. These fundamental theoretical and numerical studies reveal the

feasibility of the explosion and implosion studies in light-matter interactions with basic optical

elements and optical engineering. However, experimental studies are needed to understand the

impact of the force fields in the proposed optical configurations. The recent developments

on the generation of exotic optical fields such as fields varying in amplitude, phase and

polarization [96, 97], vector fields [97], fields generated by OAM superposition [92, 98, 99],

OAM beams in unconventional beam channels [100] will enable sophisticated light-matter

interactions studies.
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